MARITIM SINGLE SLIDING, S050S-ME
WITH ELECTRIC DRIVE SYSTEM
S050S-ME

RAPP BOMEK S050S-ME doors and system are designed and manu
-factured to meet the requirement in SOLAS 74 and IMO FTP code.
Doorleaf:
The door leaf is constructed of an outer shell of 2 mm thick steel plate on both sides of an insulating
core. The door leaf is internally stiffened using angle profile. The total leaf thickness is 75 mm.
Door frame:
The door frame is made of 4 mm steel plate and the door frame profile is u and z-shaped according
to the drawing.
Trackhouse; To protect the rail and the rollers, the door is designed with a track house, this also to
simplify the installation of the door. For easy access to the rail, rollers and the motor the track house
is designed with an access cover.
Electric drive system:
Electric driven chain system for sliding door
Operated by push button, door handle or customer specified application
Supplied with safety features like safety bar and position indication.
Option for Hold-open, Emergency-open, Release-function, Hook-latch, Key-switch, Foot-switch,
IR-system, Sound-alarm, Bridge-controll and ISPS-Locking.
Door fittings:
Hang rollers: Adjustable top rollers by Rapp Bomek design, and are made of stainless steel.
Rail: Adjustable rail by Rapp Bomek design, and are made of stainless steel.
Bottom rollers: Adjustable bottom rollers by Rapp Bomek design.T he bottom rollers are made of
stainless steel.
Handle:Recessed type on both side of doorleaf, the material used is stainless steel.
Gasket: The fire gasket between door leaf and frame is made of silica fibre.
Material:
Mild Steel (indoor use)
Stainless Steel (aggressive environment)
Surface treatment:
Paint
Brushed finish
Installation:
Bolted or welded installation.
Fire rating:
Non-rated, A0 and A60.
Class societies type approved.
Sound rating:
Rw 40dB.
Size:
Max clear opening: 1200x2200mm
max size doorleaf: 1287x2196mm
Weight:
CO=900x2100, estimated to 320kg
(in addition the ECS2000 system)

Flexibility:
As a option the door can be fittet with a vision panel. The vision panel will be positioned to ensure
good line-of-sight through the panel whilst operating the door. Hardware and accessories adapted to
the door type, on request.
Marking of product:
The door are marked according to requirements for marking of products.
Quality assurance:
Acc. to NS EN ISO 9001
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Abbreviations: COW
COH
SOW
SOH
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